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Valerie J audon has emerged as one of today's significant abstract painters. Originally 

associated with the Pattern and Decoration movement of the 1970s, Jaudon's work 

evolved from its initial preoccupation with tightly structured, interlocking configura

tions into recent lyrical paintings with exotic compositions and shimmering surfaces. 

T his exhibition and catalog are the first to explore fully J audon's art, systematically 

examining its evolution over two decades through thirty-three of her paintings and 

drawings. Additionally, this catalog is the fir st in-depth critical appreciation of her 

work as well as the most extensive source of information on the artist and her career 

to date. 

As the largest art museum in Mississippi- and a primary repository of the state 's visual 

art heritage- it is appropriate that the Mississippi M useum of Art organize a survey of 

the art of Mississippi-bornJaudon. A native of Greenville, she began her studies at the 

Mississippi University for Women prior to embarking on a journey that ultimately led 

to New York where she currently lives. By using the names of Mississippi towns as titles 

for earlier pieces, J audon lends an element of familiarity to them for the audience in her 

home state. At the same time, her work's ties to the emergence of abstraction in this 

century link it to both significant historical developments and larger global issues in art. 

In the following essay, Anna C. Chave examines J audon's work not only in the context 

of its connections to that of other visual artists of her generation, but also draws into 

her discussion the influences of music and architecture on J audon's art. In doing so, 

Chave interweaves theoretical discourse on the major artistic movements of the 1970s 

with an exploration into the artist's own philosophy. J audon gives her own voice to this 

document in the form of an interview with the exhibition's organizer. A formal analysis 

of the conceptual and structural development of her paintings from 1973 through the 

present gives a clear overview of both major transitions and subtle shifts in their com

position and surface, as well as some insight into J audon's working techniques. 

T hrough this exhibition and catalog, Valerie Jaudon takes the viewer on an artistic 

journey, sometimes proceeding in enormous leaps and other times barely moving at 

all. :Most significant, howevel~ is not whether one takes the direct route or a meander

ing path, but rather that one experiences the force evident in Jaudon's art and comes 

to an understanding of this artist's belief in the power of visual language. 
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Valene Jaudon at work in her 

New 'York City studio, early 19705. 



Figure 1. (below) Frank Stella, 

Abra Variation I, 1969, 

fluorescent alk)ld on canvas; 

120" x 119 7~/ '. Collection qf 

The NIuseum qf Modem Art, 

New York, New York. Gifl 0/ Philip 

Johnson in honor qf William Rubin. 

Figure 2. (right) 

Henri Matisse, The Dance I, 

1932- 1933, oil on canvas, 

133 31/ x 173 JI/ (lift), 

140 '// x 198 'Is" (center), 

133 31a" x 173" (right). 

Collection qf Barnes Foundation, 

Merion Station, PennS)'lvania. 

Disorderly Order: The Art of Valerie Jaudon 

by Anna C. Chave 

My main interest has been to make what is popularly called decorative painting truly viable in un

equivocal abstract terms. Decoration, that is, in a good sense, in the sense that it is applied to 

Matisse ... that's where I'd like my jJainting to go. 

Frank Stella in a 1969 interview with William Rubin. I 

In the mid-1970s Valerie J audon and others associated with the Pattern and Decora

tion movement mounted a drive to integrate the so-called "minor" arts of "decoration" 

with the "high" or "fine" arts of painting and sculpture in a bid to destabilize estab

lished cultural hierarchies and to legitimate and celebrate the decorative. On the face 

of it, their somewhat scrappy and, as it happened, short-lived campaign hardly re

flected an unprecedented or radical initiative. That prodigy, Frank Stella- whose 

Protractor series [fig. 1], begun in 1967, consisted of patently decorative paintings 

loosely based on Islamic interlace schemes- had anticipated their move. And the 

ambition to make a gr,eat yet unabashedly decorative art could be traced to no less a 

pillar of modern art than Henri Matisse [fig. 2] , as Stella himself had noted. 

That Matisse should have so highly esteemed the decorative evidences the lingering 

effects of the nineteenth century Symbolist and Aesthetic movements, which had 

prized the decorative above all else, looking to it to herald a profound renovation 

of artistic style. Schemes to reintegrate the fine and the applied arts may also be 

retraced to the nineteenth century- to the mid-century British Arts and Crafts 

movement whose influence eventually traveled, first to the United States and then 

throughout Europe, where it found a kind of reincarnation in the Art Nouveau 

I William S. Rubin, Frank Stella (New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1970), 149. 



Figure 3. Scott BUriOll, 

Pair of Two Granite Chairs, 

1986, granite, 

35 .1/," x 20" x 25 1
// ' each. 

Courtesy oj Max Protetell GaLLelY, 

New York, New lInk. 

movement at the end of the century. John Ruskin and William Morris, whose think

ing guided the Arts and Crafts movement, had looked to the Middle Ages for a 

model of a society that successfully integrated the aesthetic and the utilitarian. As a 

legacy, in part, of the movement they nurtured, a deep concern with the rapport 

between, or the rapprochement of, the fine and the applied arts became a vital and 

recurrent feature of the history of modernism throughout the first half of the twenti

eth century, especially. That feature emerged most prominently in the context of 

those more socially-oriented modern movements which imagined a perfect marriage 

of materialism and idealism: the productivist and constructivist schools born in 

revolutionary Russia and the de Stijl, Bauhaus and Purist movements conceived as 

would-be phoenixes from the ashes that blanketed Europe after W'orld War I. 

Time and again , sometimes under the sway of visionary architects, modern artists 

have aimed to narrow or to eliminate the gulf separating them from the humble 

artisan, to forge a productive synthesis between art and design. "A.s far as work is 

concerned, we are all craftsmen," declared the Bauhaus founder, architect Walter 

Gropius, for whom "the ultimate goal of all visual arts" was a utilitarian one- the 

achievement of " the complete building." (It must be added that Gropius finally 

allotted women only a restrictive and particular role in achieving that glorified 

building: the weaving of textiles. 2
) Over half a century later, echoes of such thinking 

might be heard inJaudon's insistence that "the language of architecture, ornament 

and art are almost identical" \ inJoyce Kozloff's contention that "at its best, decora

tion is the coming together of painting, sculpture, architecture and the applied arts. 

Decoration humanizes our living and working spaces"; and in Scott Burton's ambi

tion to develop art furniture, such as simple, beautifully formed stone chairs that ask 

to be viewed at once as serviceable objects and as sculpture [fig. 3J. These artists' 

~ Sigrid \Vortmann Weltge, J Vomen's J liork: Textile , /rt./iwll the Bauhaus (San Francisco: Chronicle Books, 1993), 41 

and pass im. """hat attracted iwomen] to the Bauhaus in the fir st place was the lure of the painters- 'Klee and 

Kandinsky' ," noted ' Vel tge, but th ey would be a llowed to study with those masters only as a preparatory aspect 

of their training as weavers (ibid. , +7). """caving I thought was too sissy. r was looking for a real job," recol

lected Ann i Albers, of her initial lack of enthusiasm for her assigned role at the Bauhaus. In later years Albers

who became nevertheless a brilliant weaver- turned to printmaking, in no small part because " I find that when 

the work is made with threads, it 's considered a crali: when it 's on paper, it 's considered art" (Martha Keller, 

"Women of the Bauhaus," f/l'I"esieJ, I, no. 4 [Winter 1977-1978], 54, 55). 

:l Sam Hunte l~ ValerieJaudol7 (Berlin : Amerika Haus, 1983), n.p. (exhibition catalog). 



readiness to make "objects that work for a living" as the critic Carrie Rickey put it,4 

was manifest further in their willingness to develop decorative and design schemes 

with and for architects, a gesture of cooperation that had long since become alien to 

most avant-garde artists. (Jaudon's first completed public commission, a mural on 

the ceiling of a large lobby in a corporate building in Philadelphia designed by 

Mitchell/ Giurgola, was executed in 1977 [figs. 4a and 4b].) 

The fight the Pattern and Decoration artists burned to fight might be said to have 

been finished then, and the battle won- on the face of it. But in this respect, the 

history of modernism has been unashamedly two-faced. When Stella pronounced 

that he aspired to make decoration in the "good sense," he pointed indirectly to an 

alternate and opposite use of the term. He proceeded to add, shrewdly, that "at their 

best, my recent paintings are so strongly involved with pictorial problems and picto

rial concerns that they're not conventionally decorative in any way."5 To be conven

tionally or "merely" decorative had long been and remains an anathema to nearly all 

abstract artists-including, I suspect, Jaudon. Historians recognize that decorative 

art provided both a significant precedent for and a key tributary to the advent of 

modernist abstraction in the West. But "with the beginnings of practical interest in 

the development of abstract art," as Charles Harrison phrases it, " ... the achievement 

of 'mere' decoration became the mark of aesthetic failure-of a failure, that's to say, 

to establish that promise of intellectual and emotional depth which was associated 

with painting as a form of art." 6 

The principal strikes against decorative art, from the perspective of most abstraction

ists, were its secondary and instrumental roles. Decoration's social function, its 

contingent status, conflicted with a vision cherished by many pioneer abstractionists 

of an unfettered, autonomous art form; hence "the word 'merely' came to replace 

'great' as the epithet most commonly associated with the decorative."7 Whereas 

Paul Gauguin, for example, could be called a "decorator" in the spirit of the highest 

+Carrie Rickey, "Decoration, Ornament, Pattern and Utility: Four Tendencies in Search of a l\10vement," Flash 

Art, 90-9 1 (June/July 1979 ), 23, 22. Burton is cited in the same article as stating that the "New decoration .. .is 

leading back to the real social world of multi-class culture" (ibid. , 23). 

'i Rubin , Stella, 149. For his part, Rubin would hedge on Stella's behalf: "The markedly decorative aspects of the 

interior patterning of the Protractor paintings were balanced by the strong structural concerns expressed in their 

field contours" (ibid. , 143). 

Ii Charles Harrison, Francis Frascina, Gillian Perry, P,imitivism, Cubism, Abstractioll: The Early 7i.ventieth Century 

(New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1993),204. 

7 Nancy J. Troy, "Abstract , Decoration, and Collage," Arts, 54, no. 10 (June 1980), 154. Troy observes that 

"Decorative and applied art lIpset the status of painting, not because they were abstract, but because they blurred 

the distinctions between painting and design" (ibid., 157). Troy has been a particularly important force in flesh

ing Ollt the neglected history of modernist artists' involvement in decorative design and architectural projects. 

See her The De Stijl E'lI'ironmmt (Cambridge, l'vla. : M.l.T Press, 1983). 



Figure 4a. (lift) Valerie Jaudon, 

untitled ceiling mural (in progress), 

J 9 77, oil on plastel; 

90' x 22 '. Philadelphia INA 

building, Pennsylvania; Romaldo 

Giurgola, architect. 

Figure 4b. (below) Valerie Jaudon 

at work on ceiling mural for the 

Philadelphia INA building. 



compliment by his contemporaries, the term's flattering cast was increasingly un

certain even by the time Matisse laid claim to it. Matisse specialists have long felt 

impelled to defend the master against his express ambition to make an art devoted, 

as decoration mainly is, to offering pure pleasure - art as "soothing" as "a good 

armchair which provides relaxation from physical fatigue." 8 

As it happens, the attempted rehabilitation by some younger scholars of Matisse's 

career as a decorator coincided with the advent of the Pattern and Decoration 

movement, which first coalesced in a series of meetings and panel discussions in New 

York City beginning in 1975.9 Matisse would habitually be invoked by the partisans 

of Pattern and Decoration as the group's legitimate forefather, a claim that often 

carried a distinctly defensive tone, as does the sympathetic literature on the New 

Decoration movement generally. If NIatisse's sometime self-identity as a decorator 

helped console those hoping to restore decorative modes, the fear and loathing of 

decoration expressed by other modernist pioneers undeniably left the larger histori

cal impression. "The danger of ornamentation was clear," declared Wassily 

Kandinsky, who feared that his abstractions might be likened to or mistaken for those 

embellishing a mere necktie. 10 Kandinsky's mixed feelings about decoration- an 

ambivalence rife among modernists generally-emerged in the fact that besides 

making oil paintings and watercolors, he sketched dress designs and painted china 

and furniture, in part through his role as a Bauhaus instructor. 

Notwithstanding the manifest commitment of numerous modernists to a new synthe

sis of fine and applied arts, then, the decorative would be mostly relegated to minor 

or non-art status throughout the twentieth century and carry with it an ineradicable 

taint. In some part, that taint was moral as well as aesthetic. If the beauty of 

ornament is invariably acknowledged, so too is its triviality or "superficiality ... and 

ultimately its evil," Oleg Grabar remarks, for moral cautions are often invoked in 

connection with the pursuit of beauty and pleasure. I I Those susceptible to the 

supposedly frivolous charms of the decorative may well be branded weak-natured, 

childlike or even uncivilized. "Ornament is dangerous precisely because it dazzles 

us and tempts the mind to submit without proper reflection," Ernst Gombrich 

observed. "Whatever may be true of the Far East, in the history of Western art the 

aesthetic ideal of restraint is inextricably interwoven with the classical tradition. 

BJack D. Flam, lvlatisse all Art (New York: E.P. Dutton, 1978),38,34. 

9 John H. Neff published "Matisse and Decoration: An Introduction" (based on his Harvard University 

dissertation), in Arts, May 1975, and Amy Goldin- who came closer than anyone to being the Pattern and 

Decoration group's designated theorist-published "]Vlatisse and Decoration: The Late Cutouts," in 

Art ill America, 63, no. 4 Uulyl August, 1975). 

10 Cited in Harrison, et a!., Primitivism, Cubism, Abstraction, 204. 

II Oleg Grabar, The Mediation of Ornament (Princeton, NJ.: Princeton University Press, 1992),26 . 
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The confidence with which we speak of 'barbaric splendour' betrays our deep-seated 

conviction that non-barbarians have other standards of excellence." Gombrich aptly 

noted also that "often, the rights and wrongs of ornament are discussed in terms of 

feminine adornment," just as, one might add, the decorative has long been discussed 

in terms of the feminine more generally 12 

When the Pattern and D ecoration artists banded together in the 1970s, however 

informally, it was in full and defiant awareness of the stigma attached to the de

corative. Roughly equal numbers of female and male artists were associated with 

the movement which enfolded, besides Jaudon, artists as diverse as Burton, Cynthia 

Carlson, Richard Kalina (Jaudon's husband), Kozloff, Robert Kushner, Thomas 

Lanigan-Schmidt, Kim MacConnel, Miriam Schapiro, Judith Shea, Ned Smyth, 

Mario Y rissary and Robert Zakanitch , among others. The women occupied a 

distinct position in relation to the movement, however, and there was reportedly for a 

while some sentiment- on Schapiro's part particularly- that they ought to segre

gate themselves in recognition of that fact. Historically, women's creative production 

had generally been categorized as craft or decoration, whereas the exalted realm of 

the fine arts was reserved almost exclusively for men. And in the modern age in the 

\Vest, women alone have been socialized to adorn themselves liberally with cosmet

ics, jewelry and eye-catching fashions- to transform their bodies into decorative 

objects. Women may see pattern "as something particularly their own," Amy Goldin 

noted in 1975 while enumerating some of the ramifications and perceived drawbacks 

of the use of pattern by artists in the West. "Pattern still seems to imply a lack of 

inwardness and freedom. Pattern carries the aura of craft and contrivance, although 

many individual aspects of pattern ... have been reclaimed for art. ... Pattern vitiates 

the impact of form and turns thought into ritual ," and, as a consequence, "pattern is 

lethal and can kill the power of any image." 13 

Until very recently, women who endeavored to distinguish themselves as fine artists 

on a par with their male contemporaries were routinely told by critics, in ways both 

blatant and subtle, that their work did not transcend decoration. For artists such as 

Stella or MacConnel [fig. 5] to experiment openly with the decorative was to venture 

bravely away from a given locus of authority. For women (or gay, ergo putatively 

effeminate men, such as Burton) to make the same experiment was, in a sense, to 

court perversely a foregone conclusion: that their creative accomplishments simply 

continued conventional feminine preoccupations with domestic craft and self-adorn

ment. Female artists generally knew to expect that no matter how skilled they 

12 Ernst Gombrich, The Sense r!f Order: A Study £11 the P~)'cholog)1 r!f Decorat£ve Art, 2nd ed. (Ithaca, N.Y: Cornell 

University Press, 1984 ), 17, 18, 6 1. 

13 Amy Goldin, "Patterns, Gr ids, and Painting," Artfor1l1n, 14, no. 1 (September, 1975 ), 50, 5 1. 

1 



Figure 5. Kim A1acConnel, 

Turquoise Settee, 

1975, aClylic on vinyl 

upholstered cOllch, 

28 I It" x 72 I It" x 29 11a". 

Collection oj The Brooklyn 

Museum, New York. Gift 

oj Peter R. Stem. 

became or how their art looked, it would likely be deemed decorative and, as such, 

belittled. This expectation was usually formed early on, and like legions of other 

women,Jaudon can recall a parade of (male) art professors who greeted her paint

ings with the withering remark that they looked so, well, decorative. 14 To have 

this blow delivered in the 1960s, when she was studying art, carried an added sting 

since the militantly anti-decorative art of the Minimalists came in that decade to 

its ascendancy. 

if woman has aLwaJ,sfunctioned "within" the discourse qf man ... it is time.for her to dislocate this 

"within," to eXj)lode it, turn it around, and seize it; to make it hers, containing it, taking it in her own 

mouth, biting that tongue with her velY own teeth to invent.for herself a language to get inside cif. 

Helene Cixous, "The Laugh of the Medusa," 1976. 

The subversive language that the radical French theoretician Cixous envisioned 

women inventing was a language of the body. "Women must write through their 

bodies," she proclaimed. IS Many feminist artists in the United States in the 1970s 

(though unaware of Cixous's exhortations) were bent on inventing just that. When 

Schapiro and Judy Chicago instituted a feminist art program at the California 

Institute of the Arts in 1971, they were already working toward what would be called 

"central core" or abstractly vaginal imagery. At the same time, they, their students 

and other women labored to reclaim their feminine creative inheritance: a vener

able history of domestic craft production. (Special attention was paid by many to 

the glories of quilts which in their more abstract variations-epitomized by the 

I" " 'As far back as I can remember' , says Jaudon, 'everyone called my work decorative, and they were trying to 

put me down by saying it ' " Oohn Perreault, "The New Decorativeness," Portfolio, June/Jul y 1979,49). Jaudon 

was educated at a myriad of institutions, including the Mississippi University for Women from 1963-1965 (the 

choice of her mother, who stoutly res isted sending a daughter to college), the lVlemphis Academy of Art in 1965, 

the University of the Americas in Mexico City from 1966-1967, and St. lVla rtin's School of Art in London from 

1968-1969. 

15 Helene Cixous, "The Laugh of' the lVledusa," rpt. in New French Feminisms, ed. Elaine M arks and Isabelle de 

Courtivron (New York: Schocken Books, 1981 ), 257, 256. 



Figure 6. Miriam Schapiro, 

The First Fan, 1977, acrylic 

and collage on canvas, 72" x 14 4'~ 

Collection qf Bruno Bishofberger, 

Zurich, Switzerland, courtesy 

qf Steinbaum Krauss Gallery, 

New York, New York. 

handiwork of Amish women- were seen as having anticipated the advent of certain, 

vaunted modes of abstract paintingI6
) . In 1973, while praising the homage to 

women's crafts implicit in Schapiro's work [fig. 6], the pioneering feminist historian 

Linda Nochlin also noted approvingly in one painting a form "pierced at its center 

by a jagged hole-shape, an evocative formal wound" and, in another, a "central hole 

more forcefully asserted as a spatial penetration, a gap torn in the fragile tapestry of 

interwoven textiles surrounding it." 17 

Occasional misguided attempts have been made to link the always intently geometric 

art of Valerie Jaudon to this same project of painting through the body. 18 ButJaudon 

effectively followed the course mapped out by Cixous in a different way. "The whole 

idea is to change the viewer's mind," she has said 19; and to that end she felt she 

needed first to solicit the viewer's respectful attention. The visual idiom she chose for 

her work, then, was the established modernist idiom of geometric abstraction; but 

she would use that idiom in a sense against itself, turning it around, "taking it in her 

own mouth," to use Cixous's words, or "polluting" it, to use her own. To command 

the critics' and the viewing public's recognition of her work as an authentic art 

form- in a way much of the craft technique-based and body-centered art of other 

feminists failed to do- jaudon's strategy was to deploy the dominant, that is, 

masculinist "conventions, codes, values and hierarchies" while subtly, mischievously 

"shifting them around."20 

By the time Jaudon began to make her art public- it debuted in New York in 1975 

in a two-person show with, appropriately, the sometime artist, sometime designer 

Sonia Delaunay- she had openly taken Stella's admired recent work as a kind of 

16 See Patricia l'vl ainardi, "Quilts: The Great American Art," 1973, rpl. in Feminism and Art History: Qyestioning 

the Litall)l ed. Norma Broude and Mary D. Garrard (New York: Harper and Row, 1982), 330-346. 

17 Linda Nochlin, "Miriam Schapiro: Recent Work," Arts, 48, no. 2 (November 1973), 39. 

18 "The eye travels every route in these labyrinthine lattices, inevitably drawn to central, angular, butterfly-shaped 

sexual orifices" (Constance Mallinson, "Valerie Jaudon atJames Corcoran," Images and Issues [California] , 

Summer 1981 , 56). 

19 Interview with the authol~ 21 June 1994. 

20 Ibid. Jaudon understood early on that, as she later put it, "celebrating the marginal keeps the center intact" 

(Shirley Kaneda, "Valerie Jaudon" [interview], Bomb, Winter 1992,43). But that stance marks a rift in feminist 

ranks-a division over "whether the attempt to valorize the neglected 'other' of high art does not instead 

perpetuate it as an alternative tradition, a 'woman's' [read: secondary] tradition" (Whitney Chadwick, Women, 

Art, and SocielJl [New York: Thames and Hudson, 1990], 334). Whether or not it was politically sound, the 

approach of artists like Schapiro and Chicago drew no little ridicule and hostility. Alarmed, it is said, particularly 

by the vehemence of Schapiro's views, Donald Kuspit launched an almost apoplectic attack on the "new tyranny" 

imposed by "authoritarian feminism. " Adjudging Pattern Painting to be a "minor, reactionary, decadent art," 

and the use of the central core image to be "an insignia on the order of a swastika-pattern," Kuspit excoriated 

such a "willful exercise of power- an attempt to achieve dominance, or at least prominence in the art world" 

(Donald B. Kuspit, "Betraying the Feminist Intention: The Case Against Feminist Decorative Art," Arts, 54, no. 3 

[November 1979] , 124-126). 



Figure 7. Valerie Jaudon, 

Yazoo City, 1975, 

oil on canvas, 72 " x 72". 

Collection qf The Aldrich 

Museum qf Contemporary Art, 

Ridgifield, Connecticut. 



Figure 8. Frank SteLLa, 

The Marriage of Reason 

and SqualOl~ II, 1959, enamel 

on canvas, 90 3 I/, x 132 .1//. 

CoLLection of The Museum of 
Modem Art, New York, New York. 

Lar1)' AMiclz Foundation Fund. 

springboard. She began, as he had, with sized, unprimed canvas, covered with hand 

rendered (not squeegeed or taped) monochrome stripes of uniform width, demar

cated by thin canals of reserved, unpainted canvas, and organized in a symmetrical 

manner (quadrilateral symmetry in the case of her early work, bilateral symmetry in 

the case of Stella's). Yazoo Cif:J1of 1975 [fig. 7] answers to this description, no less 

than does Stella's The Marriage qf Reason and SqualO1; II [fig. 8], though the curves and 

the schematic interlacing that distinguish Yazoo Ciry from Stella's austere "pinstripe" 

painting attest to Jaudon's close acquaintance with the blatantly decorative pictures 

of the later Protractor series [see fig. 1]. (On another note, the particular, six-foot 

square format of Yazoo Cif:Jl, a formatJaudon used repeatedly at first, would impli

citly link her with two other admired, contemporary geometric abstractionists, 

Ad Reinhardt and Agnes Martin.) 

The title of Jaudon's painting, like the titles of her early work generally, refers to a 

town in her native Mississippi, whereas Stella's Protractor pictures were mostly 

named for ancient circular cities in Asia Minor, for Islamic cities, and for gateways to 

the "round city" of Baghdad.2 1 Jaudon shared with Stella not only his abiding 

fascination with architecture and the lexicon of form it encompasses, but also his 

admiration for the great decorative traditions of Islam and of Celtic illumination, in 

their genius for inventive, intricate, interlace design. WhatJaudon looked to in the 

Islamic (and in the Western medieval) traditions that did not notably matter to Stella 

was its broad social reach and appeal, its identity at once as a highly cultivated or 

elite and a popular or vernacular art with rich qualities accessible to all. 22 

21 Rubin , Stella, 129. 

22 On a journey to southern Spain (with a stop at The Alhambra) and to lVlorocco in the summer of 1969, J audon 

reca ll s feel ing deeply impressed by the "pervas ive ness of Islam ic art "; by the " unifying" way it functioned to 

"connect a whole society"; by its " importance to people generally." H er stops a t medieval cathedrals and towns 

in Europe on those same, extended, college-student travels add uced related perceptions (Interview, 21 June 1994). 



Figure 9. Valerie Jaudon, 

Mound Bayou, 1978, 

oil and metallic pigment 

on canvas, 72 " x 72". 

Private collection. 



In Islamic art "pattern is not a repository for the psychodramas and idealisms that 

preoccupy modernism; it is a socializing extension of presence to all appropriate 

surfaces," Janet Kardon observed.23 Like many of the (Pop and Minimalist) artists 

who emerged in the 1960s, Jaudon disdained the mythology of the artist as a preter

naturally sensitive and inspired individual, heroic in his fidelity to a uniquely special 

and original vision-a type exemplified by the Abstract Expressionist artist. 24 Her 

experiences of medieval and Islamic architecture and design on trips through Europe 

and North Africa in 1968 and 1969 recommended to Jaudon an alternate model for 

the artist. She became convinced that "art should not be merely personal, an expres

sion of self" or 'Just this free thing that people do," but that it should have a "social 

function," represent a purposeful "communication."25 "What seems important 

today," she has said, "is our social and public nature, our shared survival. In the 

fifties [by contrast] the emphasis was on the nature of the individual, individuality in 

the face of the institutions and powerful conventions." 26 

The way in which Yazoo City and subsequent, more fully realized efforts like the 

stunning Mound Bayou [fig. 9] separated themselves from Stella's art was in part by 

their very deference to his example, their refusal to claim any profound originality; in 

part by their more unabashed decorativeness, hence their potentially crowd-pleasing 

aspect; and, as a factor of that, in part by their excess, as Jaudon's patterns busily 

mirror and multiply themselves to the point of "too much repetition, too many 

curves" 27- and too lush a surface in the case of the latter, glittering gold picture. 

Endless, apparently mindless repetition may connote stereotypical women's work 

such as knitting and weaving. Here again,Jaudon pursued a scheme akin to that 

outlined by Cixous, seizing an aspect of the demeaned position accorded her 

" 'within' the discourse of man" and working to "dislocate" it, in this case by sharply 

magnifying or flaunting it. Jaudon's forerunner in this strategy was the sculptor Eva 

Hesse who had recognized that excessive repetition could send a subtly disturbing 

message- that of something or someone (a woman) moving beyond established 

"'Janet Kardon, The Decorative Impulse (Philadelphia: Institute of Contemporary Art, 1979), 4. Jaudon has 

mentioned admiring this text. 

24Jaudon confessed in an interview in 1992 that she did not really appreciate Abstract Expressionism (Kaneda, 

"Valerie Jaudon," 42). A decade before, she took a more conciliatory position: "I loved the work of Pollock, 

de Kooning and Newman. But their rhetoric and rationale was for me unbelievable, and unacceptable, both 

as a woman and as an artist" (Hunter, Valerie Jaudon, n.p.). 

2" Interview with the author, 15 June 1994. 

26 Demetrio Paparoni, "Valerie Jaudon" (interview), Tema Celeste, 36 (Summer 1992), 72. 

27 Interview with the author, 15 February 1994. I focus in this essay principally on the body of work from 

Jaudon's first decade of professional activity, 1975-1985. Not having the space to treat her entire career to date, 

I preferred to focus on the genesis of her art and, by the same token, on work connected to a specially rich 

historical context. 



bounds, outside rational control. "Repetition exaggerates ... ," Hesse observed. "It's 

not just an esthetic choice. If something is absurd, it's much more exaggerated, 

much more absurd if it's repeated." 28 

Jaudon began by emulating the art of Stella, which enjoyed the full sanction of 

eminent critics, historians and art institutions. But in parroting his idiom in such an 

exaggerated way, she pushed it further than Stella or his supporters would ever have 

wished it to go-toward decoration not only in the "good sense" identified with 

Matisse. So plenteous are the reflexively repeated motifs of Yazoo City and Mound 

Bayou that their pictorial structures beg comparison with such humble, yet often 

technically and visually complex crafts as basketry, weaving and wallpaper or fabric 

design. Though she embarked from established premises in her use of geometry and 

generally complied with the sine qua non of successful abstract painting as decreed by 

Greenberg and his acolytes (namely by emphasizing the canvas's flatness and the 

formal exigencies supposedly dictated by its framing edge), Jaudon contrived to land 

on grounds quite foreign to that carefully staked and protected terrain. Observant 

critics were impelled to describe her art in notably incommensurate terms: as 

"commanding," even "imperious," and "emanating confidence," on the one hand, 

and evincing "weaving ... jeweled luminosity ... [and] the complexities of filigree" on 

the other, for instance. 29 

In an interview with Cindy Nemser, Eva Hesse described how, as she worked on a 

new sculpture, it 

left the uglY zone and went to the beauty zone. And it becamefor me- I don't even want to use the 

word in a?ry interview if mine- decorative. That word or the way I use it or fiel about it is the onlY 

art sin.:lO 

The tragic early death of Eva Hesse from a brain tumor in 1970 had a substantial 

effect on Valerie Jaudon, as it did on many artists. Female artists, in particular, 

generally admired Hesse for having succeeded in New York's male-dominated art 

community, not by denying her feminine identity (as some others had done), but 

by insisting upon it- if in her own sly ways. Hesse took the boastfully virile language 

211 Cited in Lucy R. Lippard, From the Center: Feminist Essays on J.1lomen's Art (New York: E.P. Dutton, 1976), 65. 

Lippard identi fied repetitiousness as a characteristic, early strategy of feminist art practice (ibid., 86, 194, 240). 

29 Carrie Rickey, "Reviews," Ar!fOrum, 17, no. 5 (November 1979), 62. Another example is Hilton Kramer, who 

found that Jaudon made an "emphatic impression" by her "rigorous, repetitious but airy and elegant 

design ... painting that looks ' tough' but decorative at the same time" (Kramer, "Seven Young Americans," New 

York Times, 18 April 1980, c2 1). 

30 Cindy Nemser, Art Talk: Conversations with Twelve Women Artists (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 

1975),2 17. 



Figure 10. (above) Eva Hesse, 

Untitled (Rope Piece), 1970, 

latex over rope, string and wire, 

two strands: dimensions variable. 

Collertion qf Whitnry Museum qf 

American Art, New York, New York. 

Purchase, with funds Ji-om Eli and 

Edythe L. Broad, the Mrs. Percy 

Uris Purchase Fund and the 

Painting and Sculpture Committee. 

Figure II. (below) Eva Hesse, 

Accession V, 1967, steel 

and rubber, 10" x l 0" x 10': 

Collection 0/ Wadsworth Atheneum, 

H arifOrd, Connecticut. The 1£ Witt 

Collection. 

of Minimalism "into her own mouth," making it sound strangely altered. She 

managed to use the technocratic and masculinist visual idiom of Minimalism3 1 

against itself, in effect, in a move to restate and reclaim certain contemptuous stereo

types of femininity: that of Woman as Arachne, the treacherous weaver of webs

evoked by the erratic, macrame-like net formed by an untitled rope sculpture of 1970 

[fig. lOJ-possessed of a no less ensnaring "snatch"-evoked by the hairy-looking 

(Pandora's) boxes she called Accession [fig. 11 J. 32 This strategy could be compared, 

however loosely, with the practice among some marginalized populations, such as 

young Mrican-Americans or gays, of seizing terms such as "nigger" or "queer," used 

to denigrate them and diminishing their toxic sting by inverting them into terms of, 

however ironic, endearment or affirmation. 

Hesse obliquely, abstractly explored the feminine in her sculpture; but she knew 

better than to let a critic like Nemser pigeonhole her art in feminist terms, which 

would have redounded to her detriment, by marginalizing her art. Her horror at the 

prospect of even uttering the word "decorative" symptomatizes her equal determina

tion to avoid being identified with those areas of artistic practice deemed feminine, 

thus minor. In making as long a run as possible around the terrain of the decorative, 

Hesse ended up delving deeply and fruitfully into the realm of the grotesque. Re

sentful, nonetheless, that Hesse 's gender had functioned to curb her esthetic options, 

Jaudon determined to pursue a different tack. 

The germ of Jaudon's decision to insist emphatically on the decorativeness of her 

art had to do with H esse's predicament: "She had forbidden the word 'decorative' 

be used with her work," Jaudon noted, "and I imagine that was why she was using 

31 On this subject, see Anna C. Chave, "lVfinimalislll and the Rhetoric of Power," Arts, J anuary 1990, 44-63. 

32 See Anna C. C have, "Eva Hesse: 'A Girl Being a Sculpture' ," in Eva Hesse: A Retrospective, ed. Helen A. Cooper 

(New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Art Gallery and Yale University Press, 1992),99-117. 



all this disgusting material, so that no one could call her work decorative .... I saw 

her ... having to deny something so heavily and I didn't want to do that. Then I 

thought, well, let's just admit it; don't be afraid of the pretty, or anything else for that 

matter. I'm going to make the most beautiful painting that I can possibly make."33 

Even tempered, yet possessed of an obstinate contrariety (a character trait of many a 

successful feminist), Jaudon resolved that if the decorative was what she was not 

supposed to do, it was what she would do with a vengeance; to her the decorative 

signified "this place I'm trying to go to that everybody fears and hates."34 She 

approached with a parallel attitude the tidings widely circulating, by the mid-1970s, 

of the death of painting. 35 If such areas were taboo, it had to be because of their very 

(be it latent or manifest) powerfulness. After all, painting was historically the preemi

nent art in the West; it was practically "a sacred site.... It represents art. " 36 

The prffjudice against the decorative has a long history and is based on hierarchies: fine 

arts above decorative arts, Western art above non- Western, men's art above women's. 

Jaudon and Kozloff, Heresies, 1977-1978.37 

Never much of a polemicist on her own behalf, and indeed leery of the felt need of 

some artists to append long, explanatory critical texts to their work- texts that not 

incidentally of course fulfill a function of self-promotion---:Jaudon nonetheless took 

one opportunity to publish a kind of manifesto. Though no doubt self-serving in its 

own way, ' 'Art Hysterical Notions of Progress and Culture," which she composed in 

tandem with Kozloff, held critical ramifications extending well beyond a defense of 

the authors' shared aim of reclaiming the decorative to an attack on the misogynist, 

ethnocentric and racist attitudes ingrained in certain accepted modes of art historical 

thinking. The Pattern Painters were "part of the sixties generation, an intensely 

moral generation. They demonstrated for civil rights, against the war in Vietnam 

and for ecological awareness," Jaudon's first dealer Holly Solomon proclaimed.38 If 

33 Kaneda, "Valerie Jaudon," 42. Elsewhere,Jaudon has credited KozlofT for encouraging her to wear the 

widely despised mantle of the decorative: "We actually hated the word," she recalled, "but then Joyce [Kozlofl] 

said, 'God we might as well admit it and say it' " (Hunter, Valerie Jaudoll, n.p.) . 

3 1 Interview, 15 June 1994. 

35 For example, Artforulll magazine asked a sampling of painters to respond to the following statement, "It 

appears that painting has ceased to be the dominant artistic medium at the moment ... those understood to be 

making ' the next inevitable step' now work with any material but paint" ("Painters Reply," Artforum, 14, no. 1 

[September 1975], 26). 

:\6 Interview, 21 June 1994. 

37 Valerie J audon andJoyce Kozloff, "Art Hysterical Notions of Progress and Culture," Heresies, I , no. 4 (Winter 

1977-1 978), 38-42. 

38 Nancy N. Rice, "Pattern and Decoration," The New Art Examiner [Chicago], March 1980, 2. 



such a heightened political consciousness was not conspicuous in the art in question, it 

was unmistakably and impressively apparent in the issue of Heresies, a collectively run 

feminist journal of art and politics, that Jaudon and Kozloff helped edit and to which 

they contributed. 

An initial impulse behind the fourth issue of Heresies, devoted to "Women's Traditional 

Arts: The Politics of Aesthetics," had been to honor past and present women's craft 

production viewed globally. The fruits of an open call for, and active solicitation of, 

manuscripts from feminist scholars and artists soon persuaded the editorial collective 

to expand their aims, however, by evincing a more complex view of craft as at once a 

vital outlet for women and an instrument in their repression. 39 The magazine the 

editors assembled encompassed a range of texts- from the anecdotal to the scholarly 

and theoretical- many of which represent pioneering and moving personal and 

intellectual investigations. The issue featured articles by among others, Howardena 

Pindell on ''Afro-Carolinian 'Gullah' Baskets," a text incorporating a harrowing 

patchwork of slave narratives; Bella Lieberman on "Lacemakers of Western Europe," 

reporting that "many lacemakers went blind by the time they were thirty" due to their 

labors; and Elizabeth Sacre, on the "New Zealand Maori," revealing that the first 

thumb joint of female Maori babies was "bent outwards in anticipation of certain 

tasks" they were to perform, namely weaving. Other contributions included Hayden 

Herrara's "Portrait of Frido Kahlo as a Tehuana," Martha Keller's "Women of the 

Bauhaus," Judith Friedlander's "The Aesthetics of Oppression: Traditional Arts of 

Women in Mexico" and Teresa de Lauretis 's "The Left Hand of History." "No 

formal criteria for 'feminine art' can be definitively laid down," argued de Lauretis in 

her essay. "We need a theory of culture with women as subjects- not commodities 

but social beings producing and reproducing cultural products, transmitting and 

transforming cultural values. In this sense, and so that we can take possession of our 

cultural (re)production, I think we should assert that women's work is never done."4o 

Jaudon and Kozloff 's piece, following the proven tactic of hanging malefactors by 

their own ropes, consisted of a compilation of quotations from various scholars, critics 

and artists, most of whom have occupied authoritative positions in the hierarchies of 

modernism, punctuated by brief commentaries underscoring the bias-laden sub texts 

of the cited texts. As the above-cited passage from their analysis shows, they were 

1'1 Besides Jaudon and Kozlon; the editorial group included Martha Edelheit, ivlelissa Meyer, Rickey, Elizabeth 

Sacre, Schapiro, Elizabeth Weatherford and Sally Webster. (The design group for the issue included among 

others, KozlolT, Barbara Kruger and Schapiro.) Like the issue in question, many of the early issues of Heresies 

were highly prescient for their day in broaching complicated, at times atypical feminist issues and treating them 

with a laudably balanced combination of cerebration and pass ion. 

-10 Teresa de Lauretis, "The Left Hand of History," Heresies, I, no. 4 (Winter 1977-1 978),26. (De Lauretis 's article 

centered on the women in the life of the Italian communist theorist Antonio Gramsci.) 



concerned with more than misogynist biases. Countering Schapiro's view of craft 

and decoration as undervalued "work by women almost exclusively,"41 Jaudon and 

Kozloff were no less troubled by the ethnocentric and racist implications of the bias 

against craft traditions, which they well knew to be, from a global perspective, at 

least as much the province of (generally non-Western) men as of women. They cited 

as symptomatic of Westerners ' contempt for other cultures, for instance, the architect 

Adolf Loos's polemic "Ornament and Crime" of 1908, which pronounced that "No 

ornament can any longer be made today by anyone who lives on our cultural level. 

I can tolerate the ornaments of the Kaffir, the Persian, the Slovak peasant woman, 

my shoemaker's ornaments, for they all have no other way of attaining the high 

points of their existence. We have art, which has taken the place of ornament." 42 

Jaudon and KozlofT understood that the Western bias against the decorative entailed 

a gargantuan and disgraceful blindspot toward the accomplishments of virtually 

all other cultures of the world- cultures not in thrall, as Westerners generally 

have been, to mimetic and naturalistic norms or (Western) narrative modes. (Unfor

tunately, the insidious cultural chauvinism to which they pointed remains, if some

what less blatant, nonetheless rife in the art historical profession today, as the 

Islamicist Grabar only recently complained.43
) In their art, however,Jaudon and 

KozlofT responded differently to this realization. Kozloff made compensatory acts 

of homage by composing eclectic pastiches of diverse, non-Western visual idioms, 

and by working not only in fine art media but, as time went by, in craft media 

such as ceramic tile [fig. 12]. Jaudon managed to avoid the accusation that 

KozlofT's appropriative practices drew of an, however inadvertent, act of cultural 

11 A view she spelled out most recently in Corinne Robins, The Pluralist Em: American Art, 1968-1981 (New York: 

H arper and Row, 1984), 137-1 38, and in her convocation address to the C ollege Art Association convention in 

New York C ity in Februa ry 1994. 

" J audon and KozlofT, "Art Hysterical Notions," 40. Concluded Loos, "The evolution qJ culture is rynOlrymous with the 

removal qJ onzamentJrolll utilitarian objects" (ibid. [emphasis in original] ). Loos had been deeply influenced by the 

Arts and C rafts movement; and Ruskin had taken a comparable stand: "The fancy and delicacy of eye in 

interweaving lines and arranging colours- mere line and colour, observe, without natural form- seems to be 

somehow an inheritance of ignorance and cruelty .... Get yourself to be gentle and civilized ... and somehow or 

other you will find that you will not be able to make such pretty shawls as before" (Gombrich, Sense qJ Order, 46; 

Gombrich also discusses Loos's views [ibid., 60-6 1] ). 

-1:1 With Gombrich's erudite The Sense qJ Ortier, Grabar's The A1etiiatioll qJOmament is perhaps the definitive, contem

pontry tex t on the decorative. Grabar distinguishes his own approach as foll ows: " to Gombrich .. . what is truly 

important about art... is the nonornamental, that grand and grandiose recreation of the natural world that forms, 

at \east within a mainstream art historical tradition, the major achievement of Western painting. It is at that level 

that I pa rt company with Gombrich's positions ... in part by rejecting the European-centered criticism of a vision 

of art based so exclusively on Western representations" ; and " It is ... certainly a sign that practically nothing has 

been written about the complex ,'elations between \'\'estern art and the art of the rest of the world in the twentieth 

century . .. it is difficult not to understand the anger of so many artists and interpreters of the arts in other lands 

who feel excluded from a common adventure controlled by Western media" (ibid., 40, 241 ). 



Figure 12. JOJlce Kozlof!, 

Study for H arvard Square 

Subway Mural, 1979, 

watercolor on papel; 9" x 81". 

Courtesy of the artist. 

imperialism,44 by declining to quote directly from other traditions, yet mining them 

(along with elements of the Gothic style) for alternative paradigms of artistic practices 

and synthesizing some of the prodigious lessons in design they offered. 

The writings and the support of a maverick historian and partisan of decoration, the 

critic Amy Goldin, encouraged Jaudon and numerous other artists of the Pattern and 

Decoration group, who were looking with equal eagerness to cultures outside the 

West. ~5 Informed by the spirit of valorization that Goldin brought to her intellectual 

encounter with Islamic culture, the operation Jaudon performed must be distin

guished from the primitivizing and exoticizing operations deployed by early modern

ists such as Gauguin and Matisse. In a postcolonial age, the tacit presumption of 

Western superiority had to a degree eroded, as had the bias against cultures that 

value tradition as much as or more than invention or, what is conceived as progress. 

One of the distinctive characteristics of postmodern artistic practice is pastiche, as 

Fredric Jameson astutely observes; and while pastiche is imitation, "it is a neutral 

practice of such mimicry, without any of parody's ulterior motives, amputated of the 

satiric impulse ... and of any conviction that alongside the abnormal tongue you have 

momentarily borrowed, some healthy linguistic normality still exists."46 Moreover, 

Andreas Huyssen comments on the postmodern intrigue with premodern cultures, 

that it may well "express some genuine and legitimate dissatisfaction with modernity 

and the unquestioned belief in the perpetual modernization of art."47 

H Several critics were moved to defend Kozloff against these charges, which were rarely made in print. 

(See Rickey, "Decoration, Ornament, Pattern and Utility," 20; Kay Larson, "Imperialism with a Grain of Salt," 

Village Voice, 17 September 1979, 79; andJeff Perrone, "New York," Ar!fo1'llm, 18, no. 3 [November 1979], 79) . 

.[" Goldin taught courses on aesthetic and art criticism highlighting the importance of the decorative and, 

especially, of the Islamic tradition , at the University of California, San Diego in 1970-1971 (overlapping on the 

faculty with Schapiro); her teaching strongly affected two students there, Kushner and lVlacConnel. Goldin's 

published writings on the subject of the decorative, from 1975-1978 (after which she died an untimely death) a re 

cited throughout the present text. See Robins, Pluralist Era, 131-1 33 . 

·16 FredricJ ameson, "Postmodernism, or The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism," New Left Review, 146 auly/ 

August 1984), 65. 

+7 Andreas Huyssen, "Mapping the Postmodern," After the Great Divide: j\1odernism, A1ass Culture, Postmodernism 

(Bloomington : Indiana University Press, 1986), 185. Huyssen importantly notes, furthel~ that "There is a grow

ing awareness that other cultures, non-European, non-Western cultures must be met by means other than 

conquest or domination .. . and that the ero tic and aesthetic fascination with 'the Orient' and ' the primitive'- so 

prominent in Western culture, including modernism- is deeply problematic" (ibid. , 220). Helping substantially 

to persuade ''''estern intellectuals of their prejudiced vision of the so-called Orient was the Palestinian-born 

scholar Edward Said's Foucaultian study, Orientalism (New York: Random House/Pantheon, 1978). 
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Numerous artists in the Pattern and Decoration group seem not to have felt strongly 

connected to their own cultural roots in the first place, nor duly indoctrinated in the 

putatively unmatched wonders of the Western European visual tradition. Jaudon 

hailed from a small town in the immutably rural deep South- Greenville, Missis

sippi; from a state with, then, but a few museums. Though an extraordinary, circuit

riding art teacher in the local elementary school, Maxine Holcomb, succeeded in 

firing her interest in art, Jaudon knew little of its history and did not enter an art 

museum until she first arrived in New York at the age of nineteen. As awestruck as 

she was on that occasion , by the treasures of The M etropolitan Museum of Art, she 

remembers being naively no less impressed by, say, the exceptionally elaborate 

elevators at Lord and Taylor department store.48 

Some other key figures in the Pattern and Decoration movement were Californians, 

or had spent formative years there, and the notoriously deracinated, increasingly 

multi-ethnic inhabitants of California were likewise (until recently) lacking in major 

museums of Western art. -19 Many Californians were also, in certain ways, nearly as 

oriented toward Asian culture, just over the Pacific, as toward that of Europe, across 

the remote Atlantic; and there was the factor too of the Islamic or Moorish cultural 

traces lingering in the state's Spanish heritage. (Among numerous European and a 

few American critics the perception would take hold that Pattern and Decoration 

was a Californian movement, though its exhibition history and the majority of its 

social and intellectual history has been New York based.) Further, not incidentally 

helping to fix the attention of the Pattern and Decoration artists to the Asian conti

nent and to the Near East generally (if not to their visual heritages), were major 

political events- hence persistently prominent news stories- of the period, namely 

the Vietnam war, events in China and the major shifts in Sino-Soviet and Sino

American relations, and the formation of OPEC.50 

-Ill In terview, 15 June 1994. 

+9 Goldin, KozlofT, Kushnel; MacConnel, Schap iro and Zakanitch were based in California during, at the least, 

significant interludes of their lives. With a knack for landing herself in hotspots- she sojourned in Paris for a 

time in I 968- Jaudon spent the summer oC 1967 in Berkeley, and a subsequent, less memorable period in 

Santa Cruz. On the subject of the high cultural vo id in California (one since markedly reduced), see the 

amusing " L.A. D emystified l Art and LiCe in the Eternal Present," rpt. in The H)'drogen ]ukebox: Selected Writings 

of Peter Schjeldahl, 1978-1990, ed. Malin Wilson (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991 ), 80-90 . 

.00 C ritics concerned with Patte rn and Decoration genera lly ignored the larger political context, though 

Perreault did once remark, " It is ironic that just at the time when the public has been conditioned by conscious 

and unconscious racism in the media to ha te anything Islamic- th'D, ... are ca using runaway innation- our 

a rtists have come up with art that owes a grea t deal to Near Eastern culture" Oohn Perreault, "IVlideast 

Pipeline," SollO vVeeklyNews, 14 November 1981 , 34). 

", I Clement Greenberg, "On the Role of Nature in Modernist Painting," 1949, rpt. in Art and Culture (Boston: 

Beacon Press, 1961 ), 174. 



Only when it becomes mere decoration does abstract art proceed in a void and really 

turn into "dehumanized" art. 

Clement Greenberg, "On the Role of Nature in Modernist Painting," 1949.51 

At the time Jaudon made the New York art community her home, in the fall of 1969, 

she saw at once that a single figure functioned as a kingpin and kingmaker among 

critics, and that the venerable "Clem," active in his profession since the late 1930s, 

still held what amounted to a lock on the United States' art critical discourse. Jaudon 

resented Greenberg's reign, perceiving his basically formalist critical system as, in 

effect, a system of exclusion- one that even reminded her, by its righteousness and 

absoluteness (not to mention its irrational aspect) of the system of white suprematism 

that structured and permeated social relations in her native Mississippi and that had 

driven her from the South.52 From the first,Jaudon has said, her work has been "a 

response to limits," and she became determined to help break the "stronghold of 

[Greenbergian] modernism."53 

AlthoughJaudon was not deluded in her high estimation of Greenberg's power, his 

lock had begun to be picked by the time she settled in New York. By its blank asser

tion of the materiality of its pared-down objects, the Minimalist movement that 

emerged in the 1960s represented at once the ultimate fulfillment and the exceeding 

of Greenberg's dictum that the very means of art were its meaning. 54 As for Pop art, 

which came to the fore in the same period, its wallowing in the vulgar and the ver

nacular amounted to a resounding slap in the face to all that Greenberg prized. 55 By 

the 1970s then, the perception was afoot that Greenberg's circumscribed notion of a 

~,2 Interview, 21 June I 994.Jaudon grew up feeling isolated by her unpopular views on racial relations, views 

informed in part by television news stories on the Civil Rights Movement. So horrified was Jaudon's mother by 

her daughter's liberal , ergo "communist" views that she made regula r threats to have her committed- threats 

J audon understood to be, if not altoge ther serious, not totally without foundation, since her mother's duties as a 

town clerk included the signing of papers committing the insane and others troublesome to their families to the 

regional mental institution. A private meeting with a S.N.C.C. (Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee) 

operative, traveling through Greenville in mufti, reassured her that she could look forward to living some day 

among others of like mind. 

53 Kaneda, "Valerie Jaudon," 42; Susan Gill , "Valerie Jaudon," Art News, 84, no. 7 (September 1985),137. 

54 "Minimal works are readable as art, as almost anything is today, including a door, a table, or a blank sheet of 

paper," Greenberg complained in 1967 ; " ... it would seem that a kind of art nearer the condition of non-art could 

not be envisaged or ideated at this moment. That, precisely is the trouble" (Greenberg, "Recentness of Sculp

ture," 1967, rpt. in MinimaL Art: A CriticaL AnthoLogy, ed. Gregory Battcock [New York: E.P. Dutton, 1968], 183). 

55 That Minimalism "consummates [ modernist practice], completes and breaks with it at once" is convincingly 

argued in Hal Foster, "The Crux of Minimalism," in Individuals: A Selected History qf Contemporary Art, 1945-1986, 

Museum of Contemporary Ast, Los Angeles, exhibition catalog (New York: Abbeville, 1986), 178. 



fundamentally self-referential, high modernist art- a vision so selective it debarred 

such vitally influential nonconformists as Marcel Duchamp and Andy Warhol- repre

sented a one-way, deadend street. In that decade, "the historical limits of modernism, 

modernity, and modernization came into sharp focus," together with a "growing sense 

that we are not bound to complete the project of modernity ... the sense that art is not 

exclusively pursuing some telos of abstraction, non-representation, and sublimity." 56 

Jaudon has a sense of having matured as an artist virtually at the cusp between moder

nity and postmodernity, and a sense of her work-which at first held Minimalism in 

an ambivalent embrace- as having contributed to the unfolding of postmodern visual 

culture.:)7 Numerous of the concepts identified with postmodernity first emerged in 

architectural theory, and Jaudon's introduction to its premises came through her 

relationship with Romaldo Giurgola, whose architectural firm shared some key ele

ments of the vision of fellow Philadelphia-based architect Robert Venturi. In the 

summer of 1974, while house sitting for the Giurgolas,Jaudon read voraciously in his 

professional library, including Venturi's germinal book (first published in 1966), Com

plexity and Contradiction in Architecture. In that text Venturi famously inverted modernist 

architecture's unofficial rallying cry "less is more" to read "less is a bore." And Jaudon 

responded to his notion that an inclusive "both/and" approach for architects had 

more to recommend it than the "either/or" exclusivity of the modernists, whose "cult 

of the minimum" had put architecture at risk of isolation "from the experience of life 

and the needs of society." Venturi reasoned that just as our lives, times and surround

ings are rife with contradictions and complexities, so should our new architecture be. 

H e advocated a more socially aware, contextually sensitive architecture, one marked 

by the selective retrieval of those conventions still cherished and, however crudely, 

deployed by a mass public that had never bowed to modernism's austere regime. 

The architect should "use convention unconventionally," Venturi directed, which 

included the recuperation of that ingratiating and communicative element of archi

tecture: ornamentation or applied decoration, the element so loathed by canonical 

modernists. 58 

Once Venturi expressed his discontent with the proverbially sterile glass and metal 

boxes of high modernist architecture, other critics began voicing their aversion to the 

metal boxes and regulation grids of the Minimalists, targeting such artists as Donald 

56 Huyssen, "Mapping the Postmodern," 217 (emphasis in original). Adds Huyssen, "Rather than being bound 

to a one-way history of modernism which interprets it as a logical unfolding toward some imaginary goal, and 

which thus is based on a whole series of exclusions, we are beginning to explore its contradictions and contingen

cies, its tensions and internal resistances to its own 'forward ' movement" (ibid.) . 

57 Interview, 21 June 1994. 

58 Robert Venturi , ComlJ/exity and Contradiction in Architecture, 2nd ed. (New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1977), 

17, 16, 40,42. 



Figure 13. Donald Judd, 

Untitled, 1965, aluminum, 

8 il/, x 253" x 8 i//,. 

Collection oj Whitnl!Y Museum 

oj American Art, New York, 

New York. Purchase, with 

fondsfrom the Howard and Jean 

Lipman Foundation, Inc. 

Judd [fig. 13] and Carl Andre. As muttering grew over the diet of "sensual starvation" 

imposed by the Minimalists, partisans of Pattern and Decoration hastened to interject 

that that movement might best fill the Minimalist void. "We need more than silent 

cubes, blank canvases and gleaming white walls .. .interiors that are more like empty 

meat lockers than rooms to live in," exclaimed John Perreault. "Pattern Painting and 

Decorative Art may be coming to the rescue."59 The symbiosis of the New Decora

tion in art and architecture is readily illustrated by Jaudon's collaboration with the 

Mitchell/ Giurgola office on a series of five projects between 1975 and 1 977-as well 

as by a number of her (and others') additional architectural commissions.60 

Jaudon's positive experiences with Mitchell/Giurgola inspired her to use more archi

tectural elements in her paintings, such as the Gothic and Romanesque-looking arches 

and gablelike formations found in Pantherburn (1979) and in her print, Untitled (1981) 

[figs. 14, 17]; to work on a larger, more architectural scale; and to experiment with 

more perspectival and more penetrable pictorial spaces. A shift in 1979 to a (now 

sometimes rectangular) format involving bilateral symmetry and to pictorial structures 

with a clearer top and bottom is also apropos here, as is the move to a distinctly 

impastoed stucco-like brushstroke- a kind of markmaking at once handmade and 

impersonal looking. Critics have not always paid close attention to the slow, steady, 

sometimes subtle metamorphoses Jaudon's art has undergone; but from 1979 through 

1984, as her engagement with architecture intensified, her imagery evinced less 

small-scale decorative crafts- like Celtic illumination, or the basketry, filigree and 

knotting often mentioned by critics- and more the traditions of architectural design 

59 John Perreault, '~ Room with a Coup," Solw H'eek0' News, 13 September 1979, 47. The chief critic for the 

erstwhile Solw H1eekry News, Perreault was Pattern and Decoration's most consistent and ardent supporter, and he 

played a germinal role in the movement by organizing its first extensive group exhibition, at the New York City 

alternative space, P.S. I in 1977. The first show on the subject was "Ten Approaches to the Decorative," at the 

Alessandra Gallery in New York in September 1976. First to identify Pattern Painting as an emerging phenom

enon was Amy Goldin, "The 'New' Whitney Biennial: Pattern Emerging?," Art in America, 63, no. 3 Uune/July 

1975), 72-73. 

60 The relation is presented also, in a broader scope, in RobertJensen and Patricia Conway, Omamentaiism: The 

New Decorativeness in Architecture and Design (New York: Clarkson N. Potter, 1982). Jaudon's completed proj ects for 

Mitchell/Gillrgola include the lobby ceiling mural mentioned above and a collaboration on the main entrance 

plaza, inner courtyard and pool in the east plaza entrance of the historic Wainwright building, Saint Louis, the 

renovation of which was fini shed by Mitchell/ Gillrgola in 1981. 



Figure 14. Valerie JaudolZ, 

Pantherburn, 1979, oil and 

metallic jJigmenl 011 WI/vas; 

96/1 x 72/1. Collection if Ihe artist. 



Figure 15. (lift) St. Maclau, 

Rauen, France, c. 1500-1514. 

Figure 16. (nght) The Alhambra, 

Granada, SjJain, 1354-1391. 

and ornamentation, such as the flamboyant phase of the Gothic style [fig. 15] , the 

elaborate structural articulation and decorative programs of Islamic monuments like 

The Alhambra [fig. 16] or, more narrowly, the intricate, eclectic , ornamental 

schemes of the architect Louis Sullivan. 

In all events, the external references J audon's art invoked and invokes derive from 

what have conventionally been viewed as non-art realms, namely the functional 

domains of craft, decoration and architecture. But even as she ventured beyond the 

borders of high art , J audon proved more restrained than others in the Pattern and 

Decoration group. What characterized the group generally- and here critics rou

tinely isolated Jaudon as the odd-woman-out- was an exuberant embrace of popular 

or commercial culture or, at least, of far humbler crafts than appealed to J audon. 

(Kozloff and Burton were also in their own ways misfits on this score.) Fortified in 

their scavenging through the fields of mass culture by the prior investigations of the 

Pop artists and abetted by the wealth of geegaws available in certain southern Cali

fornia and New York City neighborhoods (such as Canal Street and Chinatown, 

cheek by jowl with the downtown art district of Soho) artists like Carlson [fig. 18], 

MacConnel and Smyth turned, respectively, to loud wallpaper and cake decoration, 

garish or cheesy fabric design and the ersatz palm trees and faux-exoticisms of 

California's vernacular, built culture. Kushner [fig. 19], as another example, wryly 

said of himself, "young Robert was influenced by the Burpee Seed Catalogue, Paul 

Poiret, Matisse, Busby Berkely, and the Watts Towers."61 Aiming to play havoc with 

the eli tism and Puritanism that have tended to mark the reception of modernist art, 

61 Rickey, "Decoration , Ornament , Pattern and Utility," 23 . 



Figure 17. Valerie Jaudon, 

Untitled, 1981, etching and 

aquatint, printed in colm; with 

gold lea] hand-additions and 

varnish, 26 'Ia" x 23 i Ia". 

Collection qf The Museum qf 

lvlodern Art, New York, New l'ink. 



Figure 18. (light) Cynthia Carlson, 

Gingerbread House, 1977, 

wood, acrylic, urethane foam and 

jibelglass, 156" x 78" x 156". 

Courtesy of the artist. 

Figure 19. (lift) Robert Kushner, 

More Fairies, 1980, aCI)llic 

on cotton, 99 '1/ x 132 '1/. 

Courtesy of Holly Solomon Gallery, 

New York, New York. 

they concocted what impressed their (inevitable) detractors as an ephemeral, 

Disneylike profusion of funjunk. 62 

In this context,Jaudon emerges as a relatively sober and cautious figure, making 

work that "hedge[d] its bets," by maintaining a dignified "dialogue with the art 

historical past." 63 Jaudon proved her rapport with others of the Pattern and 

Decoration group, however, by her beliefs that modernism as we had known it is 

defunct and that the artist- no longer looking so triumphantly to the future- enjoys 

a new and liberating prerogative: to raid the modernist visual storehouse at will, 

along with the resources of premodern, traditional or ethnic cultures, and the image 

banks of the commercial culture, scrambling any and all preexistent visual codes 

and devising new admixtures and syntheses. As Jameson has described it, the 

post-modern is a "force field in which very different kinds of cultural impulses

what Raymond Williams has usefully termed 'residual' and 'emergent' forms of 

cultural production- must make their way." 64 Huyssen specially isolates Pop art 

62 British critics particularly recoiled at th is spectacle of bad taste triumphant. A group show called "Dekor" 

at the Museum of Modern Art, Oxford, in 1980 elicited remarks like the following: " to knowingly produce 

kitsch ... now that is perverse"; "a celebration of false values, false sentiments ... stylistic prostitution"; "kooky, 

bad-taste artists"; "a puff-pastry of a show." On the other side of the Atlantic , Corinne Robins took up the cry: 

" the stock of Bloomingdale's and Fiorucci somehow found its way to Soho and 57th Street while we weren't 

looking and is now taking up a lot of serious gallery space ... suddenly the art game in America is becoming just 

that- a game, rather than the life and death issue which for many people it has been for the last forty years" 

(Robins, "Late Decorative: Art, Artifact, and the Ersatz," Arts, 55, no. I [September I 980J , 150). Schjeldahl's 

final judgment would be that " 'P & D' proved less successful in seriously elevating decoration than in insouci

antly debasing art" (Peter Schjeldahl, "Oh So Pretty!" ViLLage Uiice, 9 November 1993, 89). The Pattern and 

Decoration group succeeded also in serving to open one of the central veins of New York's new, resolutely 

lowbrow, East Village scene of the 1 980s- that associated with figures such as Kenny Scharff, Rodney Alan 

Greenblatt and Keith Haring. 

63 Robert Atkins, "Decorative Inclinations," [San Francisco J Bay Guardian (date unknown) 1980. 

64Jameson, "Postmodernism," 57 . 



Figure 20. Ancfy Warhol, 

Marilyn Monroe 's Lips, 

1962, synthetic polymel; 

enamel and pencil on canvas, 

82 3
// x 80 3 

(/' (left) , 

82 3(/, x 82 3/8" (right) . 

Hirslzhom Museum and Sculpture 

Garden, Smithsonian 1nstitution, 

Washington, D. C. Gift qf 

Joseph H. Hirsh/10m, 1972. 

[fig. 20], viewed in its fullest scope, as "the context in which a notion of the post

modern first took shape," in view of the fact that "the most significant trends within 

postmodernism have challenged modernism's relentless hostility to popular culture." 65 

In her own way, Jaudon shared the enthusiasm of her cohorts for Pop art and the 

kinds of artistic freedoms it spelled. "They were very experimental," she remarked 

of the Pop artists, "very shifty, not just in their take on culture, but also formally, all 

that seriality, reproduction, repetition. I have a real appreciation for that."66 

Postmodernism, broadly considered, encompasses music alongside other cultural 

pursuits, and although it was not a focus of Jaudon's or of most other artists associated 

with the Pattern and Decoration movement, significant parallels exist between the 

New Decoration and the new sounds of postmodern music.67 "New sounds" is the 

critic John Schaefer's term for the contemporary music mostly hailing, in the United 

States, from California and from New York City's "downtown" music community.68 

The downtown scene was so designated to differentiate it from another, established 

65 Huyssen, "Mapping the Postmodern," 188. "The great divide that separated high modernism from mass 

culture ... no longer seems relevant to postmodern artistic or critical sensibilities." Huyssen continues, " ... the 

primary place of what I am calling the great divide was the age of Stalin and Hitler when the threat of totali

tarian control ove r all culture forged a variety of defensive strategies meant to protect high culture in general"; 

the views of Greenberg and Adorno "cannot be totally divorced from the pressures of that era" (ibid. 196-197). 

J ameson also identified a "fundamental feature" of Postmodernism as "the effacement. .. of the older (essentially 

high-modernist) frontier between high culture and so-called mass or commercial culture," noting that "aesthetic 

production today has become integrated into commodity production more generally" (Jameson, "Postmodern

ism," 54, 56). 

66 Kaneda, "Valerie Jaudon ," 42. 

67 The relation between Pattern Painting and minimalist music was mostly overlooked by critics, though Perreault 

noted in passing that "musicians like Steve Reich are breaking down the hierarchies between rock and classical 

music. One could compare pattern paintings to Reich 's shimmering shifting tapestries of sound, often built of 

only a few repeated chords" (Perreault, "The New Decorativeness," 49). 



avant-garde, dubbed the "uptown" scene. Prominent among downtown artists 

and their California ilk were Philip Glass, Steve Reich, Terry Riley, LaMonte Young 

and Brian Eno; among uptown artists major names included Elliot Carter and Milton 

Babbit. A comparison might be drawn between the situation of these latter figures, 

who had been sanctioned by critics and the academy as the true avant-garde, and 

that of artists such as Kenneth Noland, Morris Louis and Jules Olitski, who had been 

anointed by Greenberg's acolytes in the late 1960s and 1970s as the legitimate heirs 

of the modernist tradition, but whose alleged preeminence was increasingly subject 

to question. 

What characterized the so-called Minimalist music of Glass, Riley, Reich and Young, 

which emerged in the 1960s, was the use of strongly repetitive, often cyclic or addi

tive, pattern-based musical structures, realized by electronic means and/or by non

traditional uses of traditional musical means. As a factor of their orientation toward 

rhythmic patterns, these composers were distinguished by their profound interest 

in various great, non-Western musical traditions, notably including those of India 

and, in the case of Reich, also West Africa and Indonesia. 69 What further came to 

differentiate these figures and, even more so, such California-based composers as Eno 

and Harold Budd, was a more ingratiating or at least welcoming attitude toward the 

listening public than that evinced by the avant-garde in its pursuit of difficult, often 

dissonant musical forms. "The element of tonality is common to all of the California

based composers, who are concerned with beautiful melodies to a degree that no 

self-respecting academic composer could tolerate," noted Schaefer. 70 And though the 

early, most stringent work of the Minimalists generally dismayed many listeners at 

first, by the mid-1970s Glass and Reich had attracted a sizable, often young public, 

including, in the case of Glass especially, numerous key members of the visual arts 

community, such as Laurie Anderson (a crossover figure) and Sol LeWitt. 71 Ever since 

Glass's monumental opera "Einstein on the Beach" of 1976, music with complex 

68 California played a catalytic role in the emergence of the new music, as it did in that of Pattern and Decoration. 

As the composer Ingram IVlarshall put it, "There 's a much looser environment, so a composer could more readily 

succumb to his or her hedonistic impulses in California, without worrying about whether he or she were falling 

into the proper niche of history" (John Schaefer, New Sounds: A Listener's Guide to New iVlusic [New York: Harper 

and Row, 1987J , 35). Also important is that, far more so than in the East, "Ethnomusicology ... has for many years 

been a frequently appearing course in California schools" (ibid., 119). 

69 "The importance of ethnic traditions to new music as a whole can hardly be overstated" (Schaefer, New Sounds, 

134). (As is evident from these footnotes, I-as a, however appreciative, neophyte in these matters- rely heavily 

for my view of new music on Schaefer's pioneering study.) 

70 Schaefer, New Sounds, 35. 

71 In 1973, Anderson met Glass and 'Joined other artists who sat in on Phil's rehearsals, which resembled 

meditation exercises (like Sol LeWitt said, 'I do my best work at Phil's rehearsals' )" (Laurie Anderson, Storiesfrom 

the Nerve Bible: A Retrospective, 1972-1992 [New York: Harper Perennial , 1994], 28). 



Figure 22. Richard Serra, 

Tilted Arc, 1981, steel, 

12' x 120'. Jacob K Javits 

Federal Building / 2 6 Federal 

Plaza, New York, New York. 

"interlocking instrumental patterns, pulsating rhythms and recognizable melodies has 

become one of today's most often heard" aural modes. 72 

The crisis of modernism was significantly also a crisis in the relation of art and 

society.73 The new music composers, like the new decorators, generally aimed to 

reengage that general public which the avant-garde had long alienated or neglected 

(insofar as it could financially sustain such a stance). New music evinced its rapport 

with a mass audience by looking to foreign music traditions which, however sophis

ticated, often held a mass as well as an elite appeal- a search they mounted in 

common with some influential mass market or pop musicians of the day.74 Jaudon's 

practice may be compared with that of certain of these new composers not only by 

its considered transformations of the arts of non-Western cultures marked by their 

genius for patterning, but also by the somewhat foreign, yet audience-pleasing beauty 

of much of the results. And this unabashed desire to delight would understandably 

meet with an approving response from numerous architects and public officials 

responsible for commissioning art for public sites. In realizing such attractive 

amenities as a patterned metal fence in a New York City subway station (at Lexing

ton Avenue and 23rd Street) in 1988, an elegantly designed, granite-blocked munici

pal plaza (at New York's downtown Police Plaza) in 1989, and an inviting garden, 

Blue Pools Courryard, for the Birmingham [Alabama] Museum of Art in 1993 [figs. 21, 

23 , 24] ,Jaudon demonstrated a mentality antithetical to the alienated modernist 

stance exemplified by, say, Richard Serra's notorious "iron curtain," the Tilted Arc 

of 1981 [fig. 22] (removed by public demand from New York's downtown Federal 

Plaza). Although the effect of Jaudon's projects and paintings can be one of 

72 Schaefer, New Sounds, 70. 

73 Huyssen makes this point, while adding that "modernism's running feud with mass society and mass culture as 

well as the avant-garde 's attack on high art as a support system of cultural hegemony always took place on the 

pedestal of high art itself" (H uyssen, "Mapping the Postmodern," 218). 

74 It will be remembered that the great sitarist Ravi Shankar first found a public in the United States mostly 

among rock music's audience, and that Beatie George Harrison introduced sitar music to a mass public in the 

West with his "Norwegian Wood" song of 1965. 



opulence, they present the public not only with manifest pleasures, however, but also 

with unfamiliar demands, just as the music of the Minimalists did. 

To conclusively demonstrate what he viewed as the ultimate limitations of the deco

rative, Gombrich compared its characteristic structures with those of classical music, 

assessing the relative, potential rewards each mode of expression holds in store for its 

audience. We expect not only repetition in music, but also change, he pointed out, 

while sketching the characteristic compositional structure of Western music: its 

movement from the tonic to the dominant and back again in a closed circuit roughly 

approximating the normally closed, plot-based (and so, in a loose sense, violent) 

structures of Western literature. "Movement away from the tonic is experienced as 

tension, returning as a home-coming, a resolution .. . a feeling of journey's end'." 

Regretfully Gombrich determines, "there is no valid parallel in the art of design to 

the way the classical composer develops a theme."75 Gombrich overlooks other 

highly developed musical traditions of the world, however- such as those of northern 

India with the dizzyingly complex, cyclic and additive rhythm patterns of their ragas 

and talas-which offer other, far different rewards through a structure more continu

ous or open-ended than that of Western classical music. Here we find the best 

parallel to that "arnor infinill"' or love of the infinite that Gombrich aptly identified as 

the ruling passion of the decorative artist. 76 (And to Jaudon, for one, the infmite 

repeatability of pattern was positively integral to its appeal. 77) 

One consequence of the pronounced repetitiousness of decorative patterning is that 

Western viewers must look at it differently than they are used to looking at painting. 

Gombrich understood as much: "Painting, like speaking, implicitly demands atten

tion whether or not it receives it. Decoration cannot make this demand. It normally 

depends for its effect on the fluctuating attention we can spare while we scan our 

surroundings." Those individual motifs and isolated details, so vital to received 

compositional structures, are effectively devalued through the unremitting repetition 

characteristic of decoration; it offers rather "a feast for the eye without demanding 

that we should taste of every dish."78 

7S Gombrich , Sense o[Order, 298, 300. "'How as tounding'- says Schopenhauer rightly- ' that the change of a 

semitone, the entry of the minor third instead of the major, produces in us immedia tely and inevitably a feeling 

of anxiety and unease from which we are released with equal immediacy by the major! '" (ibid., 299 ). 

76 Ibid. , 80. 

n Among her " rules fo r painting," J audon explains in conversation , was that the image " has to have the 

potential for going on indefinitel y, for being continuous .... It couldn' t be finite." By this rule she meant to 

distinguish herself from "form-give r" notions of the artist, such as that advanced by LeCorbusier (Interview, 

21 June 1994). 

7U Gombrich, Sense ojOrde1; 116, 103. 



Figure 23. (above) Valerie Jaudon, 

Reunion, 1989, paving plan, 

brick and granite with inlaid granite 

flom; 3.5 acres, 34 ' diamete1; 

resjJective0'. Police Plaza/ 

Municipal Building, New York, 

New l fJ1k. 

Figure 24. (right) Valerie Jaudon, 

Blue Pools Courtyard, 

1993, garden, f}ool and bench 

design, plantings, bluestone, 

b17:ck, tile, cast iron, 70 ' x 80 '. 

Birmingham Museum qf Art, 

Alabama; Edward Larrabee 

Barnes, architect. 





Supporters of Pattern Painting also recognize that it invited or compelled an unaccus

tomed kind of attention from the viewer. Noting that the structure most elemental 

to pattern is the grid, Goldin proposed, interestingly, that "grids and compositions 

are cues to different mobilizations of self ... . Compositions breed involvement, inti

macy and references to self. Grids generate a greater emotional distance-a sense of 

the presence of objective pervasive law." For the viewer, "the characteristic response 

to patterns and grids is rapid scanning," and scanning "contains an element of 

search, and unsatisfied search at that, since it implies a restless refusal to focus and 

an attempt to grasp the nature of the whole." Finally, "the enjoyment of patterns and 

grids, so often linked to religion, magic, and states of being not-quite-there, requires 

an indifference to self-assertion uncongenial to most Westerners."79 (Numerous 

artists interested in geometric patterning, prior to the Pattern Painters- Ad 

Reinhardt, Agnes Martin and AlfredJensen, to name a few-have had an attendant 

interest in Eastern philosophy and/ or esoteric systems. 80) 

Fortunately for Jaudon, her development of Pattern Painting occurred at a time of 

growing public interest in those "states of being not-quite-there" available through 

Yoga and other, ancient Eastern systems of meditation. Appealing to that general 

curiosity, Perreault once referred to Pattern Painting as "Visual Yoga," reasoning that 

pattern, "being non-iconic, displaces the ego," and invites a kind of simultaneous 

"concentration and letting go" akin to meditative states.HI Jaudon's compositions of 

the 1970s through the mid-1980s are in fact iconic, insofar as they typically have a 

center, but they undercut the impression of centrality by diffusing that center through 

a radiant, all-over, largely non-hierarchic pictorial structure. From decoration's 

"tendency toward decentralization ... through the agency of pattern, its diffuse rather 

than forceful effect," Jeff Perrone inferred a non-assertive or non-egoistic mode of 

creation and even ventured that it is "impossible to reconcile the decorative with any 

form of violence or aggression."82 

Perreault saw the meditative aspect of Pattern Painting as yielding a "soothing" 

experience for artist and viewer alike. And Gombrich pointed out that there is 

something prim ally reassuring about pattern as an articulation of "the sense of 

order." He described as a "universal tendency," moreover, "the assumption of 

continuity. We expect things not to change unless we have evidence to the contrary. 

79 Goldin, "Patterns, Grids, and Painting," 51 , 54. Elsewhere Goldin argued that "the experience of decoration 

is typically celebrant and con tentless, like the psalmist's praise beyond reason" (Goldin, "Matisse and Decora

tion," 58). 

80 Regarding the mystical dimensions of the grid, see Rosalind E. Krauss, "Grids," rpt. in her The Originality qf 

the Avant-Garde and other Modernist M)'tlzs (Cambridge, Ma.: M.LT. Press, 1985), 8-22. 

H' John Perreault, "Visual Yoga," Solzo Week(y News, 10 November 1977, 25. 

"2 Jeff Perrone, "Philadelphia," Ar!forum, 18, no. 3 (November 1979), 81. 



Without this confidence in the stability of the world we could not survive. Our senses 

could not cope with the task of mapping the environment afresh every moment." 

There may indeed be something deeply restful or, more negatively expressed, tran

quilizing or regressive about the contemplation of pattern.83 (For that matter, the 

inveterate grid-painter Martin professed that she aimed above all to induce a bliss

fully "untroubled mind" in the viewer, as in hersel( 84
) But patterning schemes may 

have challenging aspects also. And in Jaudon's case, the challenge for the viewer lies 

especially in the subtle, yet unmistakable suggestions of a profound disorder lurking 

within her semblances of perfect order. 

Once viewers attempt methodically to trace and retrace the pathes of the stripes 

meandering over Jaudon's canvases, such as Pantherburn, they discover that many of 

those pathes are blocked or discontinuous; that the labyrinth is rife with deadends. 

The critic John Yau noted the "confounding" aspect of Jaudon's patterns, a 

"discontinuity ... which makes reading the over-under connections difficult, makes the 

work seem hermetic, and teases us with geometric impossibilities. All that precision 

turns out to be ultimately elusive, and one has the feeling of wandering in a maze 

from which there is no exit," an experience of "near-claustrophobia."85 Rickey 

observed, moreover, thatJaudon at once "sets up order and subverts it with chaotic 

filaments which misconnect, suspiciously testing our eyes and ability to make connec

tions."86 

One theory concerning the significance of the elaborate interlace and intricate 

knotwork found in ancient ornamental styles is that, like mazes, they "were once 

connected with the hope of confusing pursuers." 87 To confuse or confound the 

viewer has all along been one of Jaudon's aims; she talks of toying with her audience's 

presuppositions of what art is or should be and of making geometry that looks one 

way but acts another, prompting double-takes by the viewer. B8 When asked which 

artists had particularly influenced her, she cited those who "deal with a certain 

conceptual dissonance, that set you up to read things one way and then force you to 

change direction," naming H esse and the composer Charles Ives among others.89 

II:! Gombrich, Sense qf Order, 107. Gombrich notes that "the enjoyment of simple rhythms and exuberant 

nourishes is closely associated with what psychoanalysts call regression" (ib id. 19 ). 

I.., See Anna C. Chave, " 'Agnes Martin: Humility, the Beautifi.d Daughter ... '," in Agnes Martill, ed. Barbara 

Haskell (New York: Whitney Museum of American Art, 1993), passim. 

u; J ohn Yau, "Valerie Jaudon at Holly Solomon ," Art ill America, 67 , no. 3 (May/June 1979), 144. 

u" Carrie Rickey, "DecOl~" in Dekor, exhibition catalog (Mannheim, Germany: Mannheimer Kunstverein, 1980), 

9. Remarked another critic, ':Jaudon seems to be setting out an architectural plan for an IVLC. Escher edifice

apparen tly logical plans that just won 't work" (Martin Bright, Pattern Painting [BrackneB, Berkshire, England: 

South Hill Park Arts Centre, 198 1J , n.p. [brochureJ). 

Bl Gombrich, Sense qf Order, 263. (He is skeptical of this theory.) 

UB Interview, 21 June 1994. 

119 Paparoni, "Valerie Jaudon," 73. 



Figure 25. PhilipTaajJe, Portal, 

1994-1995, mixed media 

on canvas, 113 II/, x 58 II/,. 

Courtesy if Gagosian Galle))!, 

New 'York, New 'Yolk. 

From this perspective, J audon likes to think of her own art as incipiently political, as 

having a subversive moment. 90 

Historically, abstract art has proven a notably unstable, if not necessarily ineffectual, 

site for conveying political messages. By virtue of the intrinsic ambiguity or indeter

minacy of its referents, it is highly vulnerable to "misreading" and cooptation. That 

foible of abstraction, among others, propelled many feminists to turn away from it 

toward visual modes more amenable to polemic. Martha Rosier, for one, remembers 

that in the late 1960s feminism "burst like a bomb in my mind. That stopped me 

from doing abstract painting, because it was then that I realized that I really had a 

great deal to say and that abstract painting was in fact mute and self-mutilating." 91 

But polemical modes have their limitations too, and in Jaudon's view, making an 

abstract painting means the opposite of staying mute; it means "a chance to speak," 

to "have my say" in a way that may contribute to "turning things around. "92 

The shocking subject if Taqffo's work is, in short, beauty itself- shocking because if the 

dangerous optimism this implies in so firocious61 skeptical a period as this one.. .. Not since 

Frederick Church ... has a painter seemed so undaunted b)l the routine presence if beauty as Taqffo. 93 

Lisa Liebmann, "Taaffe's Temple," 1994. 

That a serious critic could write about a young male painter in 1994 as if he had 

single-handedly uncovered the manifold beauties and pleasures of the decorative, at 

least for a contemporary audience- that she could write as if J audon had never 

existed, in other words- might signal that nothing has really turned around. No 

critics have ever marveled at J audon's "undaunted" forays in the fields of the decora

tive, calculated the "high price" she "pays for Q1er] pleasure" or imagined that her 

studio contains a veritable "world of. .. anxiety," as Lisa Liebmann gushes about the 

admittedly talented Philip Taaffe [fig. 25] .9+ Such fulsome rhetoric, and the psalm to 

originality that accompanies it are still ordinarily reserved for male artists, whose 

excursions into the decorative may still pass as acts of derring-do. One might be 

tempted to say that Jaudon has deluded herself, then, in imagining that her work has 

made a difference. Marcia Tucker noted acerbically that some female critics have 

,0 Kaneda, "Valerie J audon," 42. 

"' C ited in Paul vVood, Francis Frascina,J onathan Harris, C harles Harrison, i\llodernism in DiS/JUte: Art Since the 

Forties (New Haven, Conn. : Yale Unive rsity Press, 1993 ), 160. 

," Interview, 2 1 June 1994. 

":i Lisa Liebmann , "Taaffe's Temple," Elle Decor, December/J anuary 1994, 30. Taaffe is further identified as "an 

om nivorous collector of reference books on everything from Hungarian embroidery patterns toJapanese sword

guard des igns" (ibid. ). 

"' Ibid. 



lauded contemporary female artists for having "pioneered the use of a subjective, 

personal voice; overtly political content; ... pattern and decoration; dream images, 

mythic, and ritual practices; and the dissolution of differences between low and high 

art. Certainly it seemed as though women had defied the canon and diffused the 

mainstream by providing men with new stylistic arenas. Unfortunately, it was the 

men who became famous and reaped the economic rewards of those changes." 95 

Though Tucker's view is all too acute, Jaudon's claims to having had an effect are not 

idle or ill-founded. And the New Decoration has not been totally forgotten, though 

it and she have never quite received their due as the generative forces they have been. 

New York Times critic Holland Cotter not long ago remarked that "it's odd that the 

Pattern and Decoration movement of the 1970's is so little valued at present. Its 

challenges to male-dominated, Western high art anticipated exactly the issues many 

younger artists are grappling with today."96 Well before the term "multi-culturalism" 

became a watchword in the academy, the Pattern and Decoration group had con

ceived a vision of multi-cultural, non-sexist, non-classist, non-racist, non-hierarchical 

art. As for the group's goal of relegitimizing the decorative arts: though it cannot, in 

truth, assume much of the credit, this revaluation has indeed been in progress since 

the time the movement coalesced. Serious research on the history of quilts, for 

instance, has been advancing since the 1970s- as have the prices of those textiles at 

auction. Fine art museums increasingly acquire decorative art and sometimes 

integrate it in displays of their painting and sculpture collections. New museums and 

new museum buildings dedicated to design and craft have opened (sometimes with 

women at the head) . And numerous graduate programs for the study of material 

culture and the decorative arts have been established. 

In the 1970s some critics noted that the Pattern and Decoration group was unique 

as a widely recognized art movement that had numerous women at its forefront. 97 

Kay Larson penned in 1980 a general article on the contemporary art scene that 

proclaimed, "For the First Time Women are Leading .. . Not Following."98 It now 

seems that the fact of the female leadership of the Pattern and Decoration movement 

!I.; Marcia Tuckel~ "Women Artists Today: Revolution or Regression?," Nfaking Their fHm*: V110men Artists jHove 

into the fHai1!stream, 1970- 1985, catalog of exhibition curated by Randy Rosen with Catherine C. Brawer (New 

York: Abbeville, 1989), 199. 

96 Holland Cotter, "Robert Kushner," New l'Ork Times, 12 November 1993, c22 . 

,,) "If pattern painting is the dominant painting style right now ... then women have moved solidly into the avant

garde for the first time in art history .. . . One can't conceive of its emergence prior to the women's movement" 

(April Kingsley, "Opulent Optimism," Village Voice, 28 November 1977, 76). Perreault identified Pattern and 

Decoration as "the first art movement in which women have figured prominently," noting that KozloIT, Schapiro 

and Jaudon, had "used the organizational skills they had picked up in feminist politics to encourage a dialogue 

among artists with shared concerns" (Perreault, "The New Decorativeness," 46). 



helped doom it to an abbreviated or discontinuous and sometimes rocky path 

through the marketplace, cultural institutions and the byways of journalism. But the 

immense contributions of these and other nervy feminists who jumpstarted and drove 

a moribund feminist movement in the United States in the 1970s have lately begun 

to receive some serious, long-deferred credit. Huyssen states plainly that "it was 

especially the art, writing, film-making and criticism of women and minority artists 

with their recuperation of buried and mutilated traditions, their emphasis on explor

ing forms of gender- and race-based subjectivity in aesthetic production and experi

ences, and their refusal to be limited to standard canonizations, which added a whole 

new dimension to the critique of high modernism and the emergence of alternative 

forms of culture."99 And Susan Bordo salutes the feminists of this period for having 

"cleared a space, [and] described a new territory, which radically altered the male

normative terms of discussion about reality and experience; they forced the recogni

tion of the difference gender makes." 100 Although she had in mind not artists but 

scholarly feminists like Carol Gilligan and Dorothy Dinnerstein when she made the 

claim, it applies nonetheless to Jaudon. 

''l\s a woman I am ... outside of the main discourse of history," Jaudon observes, but 

that displacement now paradoxically has its advantages: "To be inside the main 

room when the walls are closing in must be an uncomfortable position .... It is much 

better to be outside the realm of modernist self-reference, to be able to acknowledge 

complexity, to make art that reflects the multivalent world that we live in today." 101 

Looking to unsung modes of cultural production to shape her pictorial vision,Jaudon 

resolved to change viewers' minds about those ornamental arts' putatively minor 

and residual status. Looking to engage an audience oblivious or hostile to contempo

rary art, she employed that famously abstruse vocabulary of geometric abstraction 

to design and realize public amenities that are accessible, pleasing and functional. 

Looking to retrieve a function of art long since disavowed by the avant-garde

giving viewers sensual pleasure at a time when (non-exploitive) pleasures are in short 

9U Kay Larson , "For the First Time Women are Leading ... Not Following," Art News, 79, no. 8 (October 1980), 

64-72. "Far from displacing men, female leadership has opened up new freedom for everyone," observed Larson 

comfortingly (ibid., 64). 

99 Huyssen, "Mapping the Postmodern," 198. The path breaking article pointing to the feminist movement's key 

role in effecting crucial cultural , ideological and epistemological shifts was Craig Owens's "The Discourse of 

Others: Feminists and Postmodernism," rpt. in The Anti-aesthetic: Essqys on Postmodern Culture, ed. Hal Foster (Port 

Townsend, Wa. : Bay Press, 1983), 57-82. The postmodern condition has been experienced largely as a "loss of 

mastery" on every front argued Owens, and "what if not the emergence of Third-World nations, the 'revolt of 

nature' and the women's movement- that is, the voices of the conquered- has challenged the West's desire for 

ever-greater domination and control?" (ibid., 67). 

100 Susan Bordo, "Feminism, Postmodernism, and Gender-Scepticism," Feminism/ Postmodernism, ed. Linda]. 

Nicholson (New York: Routledge, 1990), 137. 

10 1 "The Question of Gender in Art" (compilation of artists' statements), Tema Celeste, 37-38 (Autumn 1992), 57. 



supply- she produced paintings, "so flagrantly beautiful... I can barely stand it 

myself" 102 Looking to seduce viewers with a sense of order that seems reassuringly 

centered, logical and controlled, she led them instead into a confused yet tantalizing 

maze of possibilities and deadends; presented them with a metaphorical map of the 

modern-day world in all its vertiginous perils and terrors, its routine frustrations and 

its heady potentialities. 

Feminist theories, like other forms qf postmodernism, should encourage us to tolerate and interpret 

ambivalence, ambiguiry, and multipliciry as well as to expose the roots qf our needs for imposing 

order and structure no matter how arbitrary and oppressive these needs may be. if we do our work 

well, realiry will appear even more unstable, complex, and disorderly than it does now. 103 

Jane Flax, "Postmodernism and Gender Relations in Feminist Theory," 1990. 

Let the record show that the disorderly order crafted by Valerie Jaudon has done, 

and does, its work well. 

I am indebted to Cynthia Carlson, Joyce Kozlqff, Barbara Schwartz and above all Valerie Jaudon for 

sharing their perspectives on the Pattern and Decoration movement with me. Jaudon has my gratitude 

also for allowing me access to her substantial archives and for graciously tolerating my repeated 

intrusions in her studio. 

102 Interview, 21 June 1994. In the Mediatioll qf Omammt, Grabar called special attention to pleasing as a central 

function of decoration, and an astute reviewer remarked on this " use of a notion almost absent from art historical 

discourse : visual pleasure" (Margaret Olin, "Book Reviews," Art Bulletin, 75, no. 4 [December 1993], 731). 

103 Jane Flax, "Postmodernism and Gender Relations in Feminist Theory," Feminism/ Postmodemism, ed. 

Nicholson, 56. 



A Chronological Analysis of the Paintings: 
1973-1995 

Paintings from 1 973 -1 979 

Toomsuba, 1973 

Natchez, 1975 

Big BiLoxi, 1979 

Beginning in 1973,Jaudon constructed her paintings 

with individual blocks 2" to 8" long and 2" wide, which 

were painted in a range of 250 acrylic colors. The blocks 

were arranged both intuitively and randomly on over

lapping horizontal, vertical, diagonal and circular grids. 

Their thick brush strokes were painted without masking 

out unpainted areas, a technique Jaudon continued until 

recently.Jaudon titled all of her works after the names 

of towns in her native Mississippi until 1985. 

In 1974 and continuing through 1978,Jaudon elimi

nated color in her work; paintings from this period are 

black, white or metallic monochromes. Works from 

1975 and 1976 are asymmetrical, although a system of 

grids was still employed in composing these works. The 

bare canvas outlines visible between blocks of pigment 

become an important structural element and give the 

paintings a pronounced linear quality. 

In 1976 Jaudon established a greater order in the multi

directional grid system by replacing the asymmetry 

of her earlier paintings with a symmetrical structure 

based on mirroring modules. Thus the canvases do not 

have an obvious top and bottom orientation. In square

format paintings, the modules are grouped in four, nine 

or sixteen; in rectangular paintings, up to twenty-four 

are used. 



A Chronological Analysis of the Paintings: 
1973-1995 

Paintings from 1979-1985 

Pantlzerburn, 1979 
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Big Springs, 1980 

CaLedonia, 1982 

Jaudon maintained her monochromatic color palette 

through 1979, and her paintings began to have a definite 

vertical orientation. She continued to use modular 

symmetry and introduced a two-part symmetry with the 

units mirroring themselves along the central vertical axis. 

The small structural blocks of earlier works lengthened 

into bands of color which give the paintings a strong 

architectural presence. Jaudon also employed rounded 

and pointed arches which correspond to Romanesque 

and Gothic arches, respectively. 

In 1980 and 1981 Jaudon intensified the existing compo

nents of her works through the addition of a second color 

which also supplied the two-part symmetry and arch 

structure with a greater sense of spatial development. 

The spatial and architectural complexity of the works 

increased during this period. 

Jaudon's work from 1982 through 1985 shows a marked 

break with her previous work. Not only did she reject 

the modular symmetry which played such a vital role in 

earlier paintings, but she also expanded her palette to 

include three colors; one for the background and two 

for interweaving bands. In some paintings gold leaf was 

applied over either the foreground or middle ground 

bands or the background. The spatial development is 

articulated through references to linear perspective in 

the arches and through a stronger use of diagonals. 



A Chronological Analysis of the Paintings: 
1973-1995 

Paintings from 1985-1989 

Pharsalia, 1985 

Prime, 1986 

Grade, 1988 

In 1985 Jaudon fractured the architectural system 

which she had cultivated during the preceding seven 

years. The arches disappeared and the paintings became 

spatially flatter and more geometric. These paintings 

continued to be limited in palette to three colors, but 

the colors themselves became more subdued. Also, 

Jaudon ended the practice of titling h er works after 

towns in Mississippi. 

All of the paintings made in 1986 are square in format 

and consist of three colors: a primary hue, m etallic silver 

and black. The bands of color form simple although 

often broken geometric shapes arranged on a banded 

grid inscribed on the background color. 

From 1987 through 1989 J audon continued to employ 

a square format with the background inscribed with a 

banded grid. Backgrounds are a single bright color and 

foreground bands, which depict simple geometric forms, 

are black and white. Although the overall geometric 

composition of the bands is more simplified than in 

previous works, the bands themselves are more complex. 

She often divided the bands into black and white "dots" 

and "dashes," which gives them a greater dynamic 

character. 



A Chronological Analysis of the Paintings: 
1973-1995 

Paintings from 1989 - 1995 

Azimuth, 1990 

Social Contract, 1992 

The Best of Everything, 1995 

The growing complexity of Jaudon's paintings from 

1989 through 1991 is reflected in a shattering of the 

grid, the use of complex colors and diversification of 

the bands. In addition to the "dot" and "dash" bands, 

Jaudon employed solid black and white ones and also 

bands in color. 

In her work from 1991 through 1993, the only trace 

that remains of the inscribed grids is a background 

comprised of multicolored stripes or checkerboards 

arranged in color progressions. Foreground bands have 

a wholly separate identity in relation to the paintings' 

backgrounds. Vertically oriented ornamental "figures" 

populate the foreground bands, some of which are 

symmetrical and others are asymmetrical. 

Jaudon's work from 1994 is comprised of ornamental 

figures which float in the foreground over a background 

color field. Although the paintings retain a high degree 

of structure due to the strict verticality of the ornamental 

figures, there are no longer any explicit references to the 

grid system that had previously guided her work. The 

newest work, from 1995, incorporates three overlapping 

planes. A black, symmetrical, ornamental, figured field 

is visible in an atmospheric, black-gray "veil" of poured 

paint. These two planes are unified by a smooth, glossy 

surface which becomes a third plane. 
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